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The Chairman, NDMC has approved the following FTTH plans to be installed in NDMC 
Schools in place of existing MTNL telephone/broadband plans: 

i) 
ii 

ii) 

v) 
vi) 

Labs/Library 

For Primary/Middle schools 
HoS office/office room 
Computer Lab 
For secondary 
secondary schools 

NEW DELHI MUNICIPAL COUNCIL 
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, 

PALIKA KENDRA:NEW DELHI 

HoS office/office room 
Computer Lab 
Tablet Classes 

Digital Library 

and Sr. 

No. of FTTH 

connections (MTNL) 

01 

01 

01 

01: 

CIRCULAR 

01 

01 

FTTH 777 

FTTH 1500 

FTTH 777 

FTIH Fire (2000) 
FTH 2990 

dated: 0S L2021 

FTH 2990 

plan Total cost in Rs. of 
the plan (including 
GSTO18%) 

917 
1770 

917 

2360 
3528 

3528 

2. Therefore, all HoS are informed to migrate/install above stated FTTH (MTNL) plans in 

place of existing MTNL telephone/broadband connections in their schools as per 

functional requirement subject to availability of MTNL (FTTH) in the school, within the 

sanctioned expenditure as mentioned in Column 5 of above table. 

3. In order to install above FTTH connections in the school concerned, the HoS must 

ensure to follow the following instructions strictly: 

i) Only the existing cable based MTNL Connections are to be migrated to MTNL (FTTH) 

connections and hence, the old MTNL numbers will be discontinued. In this regard, 

only a single application for migration may be submitted to MTNL to avoid 

installation charges and double payment. 

t1 The ex0sting MTNL HUmbers are to be removed from Centrallzed payment system In 

order to replace thereby the new FTTH number. An email with regard to removal of 

the MTNL number from the Centralized payment system and inclusion of FTTH 

connection is to be sent to the office of DEO(C) in order to avoid double payment. 

ii) For HoS office/office room, only one plan of FTTH-777 0s allowed in one school. 

..P) 2. 



4. Monthly bills of every school under Centralized payment system are sent through 

email by office of Dy Education Officer (Computers) to all NDMC sehools in the second 

week of every month for verification. Hoss concerned may ensure that all the 

Broadband/telephone connections of their schools are inchuded in sueh Centralized bils 

5. # any Misc charges or call charges beyond free call charges are mentioned in the 

bills, the same wil be borne by the school concerned. 

To, 
) HoSs of all NDMC schools 

üi) AO(Education), NDMC 

Sati) 
Director (Education) 
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